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and focuses on their performance[3], [6]. Targets mentioned
in this paper usually have sufficient size (> 0.2 %) and
contain abundant shape and gray scale information [7].
Metrics have been proposed based on many researches
which could be divided into three classes: (1) statistical
metrics, such as, statistical variance (SV) [8], signal to
clutter ratio (SCR) [9], target versus background entropy
(ETB) [10], target standard deviation (TSD) [11] and target
background interference ratio (TBIR) [12]. Although these
statistics are easy to obtain, they give no concern about
structure information between pixels which makes great
contribution to the performance of target detection [13]. (2)
metrics based on human perceptual properties, such as
probability of edge (POE) [14], target structure similarity
(TSSIM) [15], which take account of the disturbing of
background when detecting target with human eyes.
Obviously, these evaluation metrics are not fit for machine
vision. (3) metrics based on texture, including improved
co-occurrence matrix (ICOM) [16]–[18], texture-based
image clutter (TIC) [6], target texture similarity (TTSIM)
[13], which measure the degree of disturbing by the
similarity of texture between target and background. Texture
based metrics contain a potential assumption that there exist
some scale and texture features to the target. However, in
infrared images, the texture features of target are not
obvious. As analysed above, it is necessary and important to
propose an infrared image oriented evaluation metrics which
could be used in describing the inherent difficulty of
detecting, recognizing and segmentation target in IR target
image [6]. It is well known that the main purpose of dealing
with infrared images is to detect the target [3], [6]. From this
point of view, we first analyse the factors that affect the
target detecting, and then put forward two metrics to
measure the image from the perspective of the target
detecting difficulties: interference degree of global
background (IDGB) and similarity degree of local
background (SDLB). The definition and calculation of these
metrics are given in detailed. Related experiments are
designed to illustrate the validity of proposed metrics and
promising results have been achieved.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section I
describes the background of this research. Section II
analyses the factors affected target detection in IR target
image. Section III introduces two new IR target image

1Abstract—In

the field of infrared image signal processing, a
novel criterion of evaluating infrared target image quality has
been proposed in this paper based on analysis of the
disturbance during target detection. To quantitatively
characterize this criterion, two infrared target image quality
metrics, namely IDGB (interference degree of global
background) and SDLB (similarity degree of local
background) are developed in this paper. Here, IDGB reflects
the ability of the global background to disturb target search
detection, and SDLB represents the degree of the local
background to disturb target static detection. Experimental
results show that the proposed metrics are more convictive
than traditional metrics, such as SV, TSSIM, TTSIM.
Index Terms—Image analysis, image quality, object
detection, object recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of infrared image signal processing, along
with the development of infrared thermography technology,
infrared imaging systems are capable of showing more and
more subtle information about target and some more detail
in the scene [1]. While these changes improve the imaging
resolution, they also make the content of the scene become
one of the most important factors affecting target acquisition
performance. Since the development of infrared jamming
technology and the real scene of complex and changeable,
which interfere with target acquisition performance, the
input infrared images become more and more complex.
Meanwhile, the content and quality of the images vary
greatly [2]. Therefore, the accurate and effective
quantitatively description of infrared image quality could
provide the decision-making basis for designing and
improving infrared image processing algorithms and it has a
great significance of the development of infrared image
processing technology [3], [4].
The image quality evaluation is usually proposed to
measure the compression rate and information loss which
existing in the procedure of video processing and image
communication [5], while the infrared image quality
evaluation mainly involves the image processing algorithms
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quality metrics, namely interference degree of global
background (IDGB) and similarity degree of local
background (SDLB), reflect the complexity of target
detection in IR target image. Section IV validates the
proposed metrics by both theoretical analysis and
experimental results, and compared with the traditional
metrics, such as SV, TTSIM and TSSIM. Finally, Section V
draws the conclusion of this paper.

target from region that might contain target) is mainly
affected by its local background [13]. The more complex the
local background is, the harder to extract target from its local
background.
For explaining more explicitly, we show two identical
infrared images in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). B1, B2, B3 and
TR are used to label different areas in Fig. 1(b) for
comparing conveniently: TR represents target area while
B1, B2 and B3 are different background areas. We could see
that B1, B2 and B3 are much different with each other: B1 is
similar to TR and has a big size which will be a disturbance
for detecting TR; B2 is also similar to TR, but it could not
play an equal role as B1, since B2 has a smaller size;
although B3 has the biggest size, it will not intervene in
detecting TR for its scene is differ from TR so much. In one
word, there are three factors to influence target searching
and detecting: (1) the background scene; (2) the similarity
between background and target; (3) the size of background
which is similar to the target. An image quality evaluation
method which could depict these three factors will be valid
in measuring the interruption of global background to target
searching and detecting.
In this paper, we will build a novel evaluation method of
the quality of infrared target image by measuring the
disturbing factors exist in the process of target searching and
static detecting. Details about the designing and calculating
of this method will be stated below.

II. INFRARED TARGET IMAGE QUALITY-RELATED FACTORS
Since image contains abundant information, it is a
difficult task to evaluate image quality precisely. Infrared
target image quality evaluation metrics could be designed
based on these assumptions for depicting the factors that
influence image processing algorithms [3], [6]. In this paper,
we limit image quality evaluation to some scope, that is, we
just focus on the image quality factors that could affect the
performance of image processing algorithms [6].
As indicated in literature [13], the location of target is
unknown in the process of target searching and detecting
while there usually exist some ‘target-like’ regions. The
‘target-like’ regions represent regions which are similar to
target and vary from local background. As the amount of
‘target-like’ regions climbs, finding the location of target
becomes more and more difficult even causing detection
disabled. As target searching is mainly influenced by the
global background, while target static detecting (extract

a)
Fig. 1. Typical infrared target image and its regional division.

b)

which means there is no ‘target-like’ area in global
background and there is no disturbance in the process of
finding TR. The larger the IGDB becomes, the higher the
interference will be.
As described in Section II, there are three factors to
influence target searching and detecting: (1) the background
scene. (2) the similarity between background and target and
(3) the size of background which is similar to the target. A
novel algorithm has been proposed in this paper to tackle
these three problems. First, background is divided
adaptively into several blocks according to different
frequencies and then similarity of each block with TR is
calculated. Finally, we calculate weights of each blocks’
area. We show the details of this algorithm in Fig. 3, and the
text stated as follows:
Step 1: adaptively dividing background into several
blocks according to different frequencies.
Higher frequency means more drastic changes in content [4]
and bigger mean square error (MSE). MSE is used to divide
image into several blocks and each block has similar
frequency [4]. The image is quartered and the sub block is
quartered again and again until MSE of blocks is below the
TR’s MSE, i.e. MSETR or the area of blocks is below the

III. INFRARED TARGET IMAGE QUALITY EVALUATING
Before giving the quantitative description, we define the
local background area of target as stated in [4] and [6] as:
assume that MR is the bounding rectangle of the target T,
and TR is the rectangle containing T whose area is twice of
the area of MR. MR and TR have the same centre and ratio.
The local background area L could be defined as the region
in TR but without MR as Fig. 2 shows.

Fig. 2. The target and its local background region.

A. Interference Degree of Global Background
Interference degree of global background (IDGB) is a
quantitative metric which represents the ability of global
background disturbs target detection. The IDGB is based on
finding ‘target-like’ area from global background by using
grey scale features. The minimum value of IDGB is zero
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contains the flat area of the image, while the smaller block
mainly contains the detail sections of the image.

TR’s area, i.e. ATR . At this time, the image is divided into
sub blocks of different sizes, the larger block mainly



Fig. 3. Flowchart for calculating IDGB.

Step 2: calculating the similarity between TR and each
blocks.
A block which is similar to target T and different from
background L will disturb the process of target detection.
The key point of this step is to find an effective descriptor to
depict the image information to get the similarity between
images.
Comaniciu introduces kernel-based grey density
estimation [19] to get the grey scale information, and uses
Bhattacharyya coefficient as the descriptor of similarity. We
employ this method for its good performance to obtain the
similarity between each block and the target T as

to the u th feature; k is the weight to make sure that the
pixel closer to the centre will play more important part and k
is obtain by

BTi
w1 (i ) 
,
1  BLi

A
w2 (i )  Bi ,
ATR

e A | A | h,
k ( A)  
| A | h,
 0
where h is the scale of the region.
Step 3: getting the area weights w2 (i ) .
We calculate the area weights w2 (i ) by (3)

(1)
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And

qTR  {qTR, u }u  1, 2,..., m , qL  {qL, u }u  1, 2,..., m ,
qi  {qi, u }u  1, 2,..., m are the kernel density estimation of


 [b( xi )  u ],


(5)

where w1 (i )  0.15. w1 (i ) which is below 0.15 is ignored to
avoid accumulation of non-relation regions. We show an
instance of calculating IDGB in Fig. 4 (the value of IDGB is
4.075).

TR, L and the i-th image block respectively. The qTR , qL
and qi can be calculated as follows

n  x x
qu  C  k  i 0

h
i 1 

(4)

where ATR is the area of TR and ABi is the area of the i th
image block. Based on the analysis above, IDGB is
calculated like

m
where BTi   qTR, u  qi, u represents the similarity
u 1
between
MR
and
the
i-th
image
block,
m
BLi   qL, u  qi, u represents the similarity between
u 1
L and the i-th image block. We use 1  BLi to avoid division
by

(3)

B. Similarity Degree of Local Background
Similarity degree of local background (SDLB) is a
quantify metric which is used to reflect the differences
between target and its local background. The definition of
local background, L, is given in Section III. The main idea of
SDLB is to evaluate the disturbance of local background by
introducing the difference between target and its local
background. SDLB ranges from 0, meaning that there is no
disturbance for target detecting, to 1 meaning that the local
background is the same as target and the target cannot be
detected from its local background.
As stated in Section II, local background is the principal
factor to disturb target static detecting in infrared image. It

(2)

where x0 is the centre of region and {xi }i  1, 2,..., n is the
set of pixels in the region; grey scale is divided into m level
(a typical value of m is 64), then the grey level in xi is

m
 qu  1 ;
u 1
C is a constant for normalization; Kronecker Delta function
 [b( xi )  u ] is used to judge if the grey value in xi belongs

b( xi ) . u  1, 2,..., m is the region features and
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becomes harder and harder to accurately locate the target as
the grey level of target and its local background are more
and more close from Fig. 5(a) to Fig. 5(c). Assume that uT

GS 

is the average grey level of target, and  L is the average
grey scale of local background, the similarity between target
T and local background L could be depicted as

2 T  L
.
2
T2   L

(6)

The value range of GS are [0, 1] and the bigger the value
is, the more close the average grey level of T and L will be.
w1(1) 0.373

w2(1) 3.102

w1(2) 0.278

w2(2) 0.763

w1(3) 0.148

w2(3) 0.763

w1(4) 0.301

w2(4) 0.763

w1(5) 0.289

w2(5) 0.763

w1(6) 0.380

w2(6) 3.102

w1(7) 0.347

w2(7) 3.102



Fig. 4. An instance of calculating ID.

a)
b)
Fig. 5. Three artificial target images with the same target but different grayscale of each local background.

c)

a)
b)
c)
Fig. 6. Three artificial target images, in which each of them, the target and its local background have the same mean value of grey level but the different
structure and grey intensity distribution.

a)
b)
Fig. 7. Infrared target image samples for validating the proposed metrics.

c)

Furthermore, the structure and distribution of grey scale
in both target and its local background also disturb target
detection. In Fig. 6, three images are shown and the target
and local background in each of them have the same mean
value of grey level, but the difference of structure and grey
intensity are weaker and weaker from Fig. 6(a) to Fig. 6(c).
It is obvious that the target in Fig. 6(a) could still be
identified from its local background. However, target could
be barely detected in Fig. 6(c). We introduce grey variance
to depict the similarity of target and local background in

d)

structure and intensity distribution is [4]

IS 

2 T  L
,
2
 T2   L

(7)

where  T2 and  L2 are the grey variance of target and local
background respectively. The range of IS is [0, 1], ‘1’
represents that the structure and intensity distribution of the
target and the local background is the same.
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We synthesize (6) and (7) to calculate SDLB as
 2 
L T
SDLB  IS  GS  
 2  2
 L
T

  2 
T L

  2  2
  L
T


.



(TSSIM, a kind of metric that based on human perceptual
properties) and target texture similarity (TTSIM, a kind of
texture based metric) are chosen to compare with our
metrics, i.e. IDGB and SDLB.
1) Metrics used for comparison
SV uses the average grey level standard deviation to
describe the strength of the background interference [8], it is
obtained by

(8)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several experiments were carried out to evaluate the
performances of proposed metrics. The experimental data
consists of actual infrared images (AIIs) and synthesis
infrared images (SIIs). AIIs are selected from standard
databases, such as ATCOM, Ohio State University infrared
database, etc. These images are captured under different
backgrounds, such as sky, terrain, sea clutter and low
altitude ground mixed. SIIs are combinations of real infrared
backgrounds and artificial targets, which are used to verify
the performance of proposed metrics in specific scenarios.

standard deviation of grey level in the i th block. The bigger
SV is, the worse the quality of image will be.
TSSIM estimates the image quality through calculating
the difference of luminance, contrast and structure between
target and background [15], as (10) shows

Fig. 7(c)

Fig. 7(d)

IDGB

0.276

2.167

10.798

8.514

SDLB

0.216

0.625

0.176

0.854



where



2
1 N
 TSSIM T , B j ,
N i 1

TSSIM 





TSSIM T , B j 

(10)

4 T  Bj TBj  C

 T2  Bj2  T2  Bj2   C

means the structural similarity measure between the target
and the j th block, where T is the mean grey level of the
target,  Bj is the mean grey level of the j th block,  TBj
is the grey covariance of the j th block, C is a constant for
avoiding division by zero. Bigger TSSIM also means worse
image quality.
TTSIM is calculated by
TTSIM 



1 N
2
 TTSIM i ,
N i 1

(11)



2
TTSIM i   CM i  CM T , is the texture
similarity measure between the target and the i th block,
CM T and CM i are the grey level co-occurrence matrix
where

(GLCM) of the target and the i th block respectively, N is
the amount of sub blocks. Unlike the metrics SV and
TSSIM, the larger the value of TTSIM is, the better the
quality of the image will be.
2) Performance comparative experiments to the scene of
same target, but different backgrounds
We use twenty-four sets of actual infrared images to
compare the performance of proposed metrics IDGB and
SDLB with the traditional metrics, and each set is consisted
of 3 to 5 images which have different backgrounds but the
same target. And these images have the same size of
360  240 . A typical set of images are shown in Fig. 8, the
global background interference and the local background
interference both become stronger and stronger from
Fig. 8(a) to Fig. 8(c). Table II is the evaluation results of
IDGB, SDLB and traditional metrics (SV, TSSIM and
TTSIM) to the images shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE I. EVALUATION RESULTS OF FOUR IMAGES USING
METRICS PROPOSED IN THIS PAPER.
Fig. 7(b)

(9)

where N is the amount of sub blocks in the image,  i is the

A. Validity Experiment
One hundred and sixty actual infrared target images are
used to evaluate the validity of metrics IDGB and SDLB.
The size of these images is 256 × 256 pixels. Due to the
numerous experimental data, we will take four typical
images which shown in Fig. 7 as examples to explain in
details, and their evaluation value of metrics IDGB and
SDLB are listed in Table. I.
It could be concluded from Table I that the interference
from global background and the interference from local
background are both low in Fig. 7(a) with IDGB  0.276
and SDLB  0.216 . The qualities of Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c)
are worse than Fig. 7(a). Although Fig. 7(b) has a low global
interference, i.e. IGDB  2.167 , the local background
generate more interference (SDLB = 0.625). The situation of
Fig. 7(c) is on the contrary, there are many ‘target-like’ areas
in Fig. 7(b), hence the interference from global background
plays an important part. The IDGB value of Fig. 7(c) is high
(10.798), while the value of SDLB is low (0.176). Fig. 7(d)
is the worst quality image in these four images, the IDGB
value of Fig. 7(d) reaches 8.514, which means there is a high
interference from ‘target-like’ background in the process of
target searching, and the value of SDLB is 0.854 indicating
that local background also generates high disturbance to
target detection.
Comparing with Fig. 7(a) to Fig. 7(d), it could be
concluded that IDGB and SDLB are both validity for the
quality evaluation of infrared target image and could give an
accurate measurement of interference to target detection.
Besides that, IDGB and SDLB can also give the cause of
background which disturbs target detection.

Fig. 7(a)

1
2
 ,
N i i

SV 

B. Performance Comparative Experiment
The influence of image scene to the target is
subjected to the background information and target
characteristics [13]. In this paper, statistical variance (SV,
a kind of statistical metric), target structural similarity
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TABLE II. EVALUATION RESULTS OF THREE IMAGES SHOWN IN
FIG. 8 USING METRICS SV, TSSIM, TTSIM, IDGB AND SDLB.
SV

TSSIM

TTSIM

IDGB

SDLB

Fig. 8(a)

2.546

0.256

8226.1

0.306

0.363

Fig. 8(b)

2.590

0.261

6267.9

1.429

0.401

Fig. 8(c)

3.431

0.242

7282.5

4.497

0.519

the real situation for they take the target and its background
as an entity and do not pay enough attention to the target
characteristics.
TSSIM and TTSIM weakened target feature because they
classify the background region which similar to the local
background LB2 as the ‘target-like’ area. The proposed
metrics IDGB and SDLB show that the image with the best
quality is Fig. 8(a), then Fig. 8(b) in second place, and Fig.
8(c) is the worst. The proposed metrics are more accurate
than TSSIM and TTSIM. Though the result of SV is similar
to ours, IDGB and SDLB could provide the cause of
background interference in target detection.

According to Table II, different metrics sort these three
images from good to bad in different order. SSIM in
Fig. 8(c) is considered to be the best while Fig. 8(b) the
worst. TTSIM puts Fig. 8(a) in the first place and takes
Fig. 8(b) the worst. Both TSSIM and TTSIM do not reflect

a)
Fig. 8. Three infrared images with same target but different backgrounds.

b)

c)

a)
b)
Fig. 9. Three infrared images with same background but different targets.

c)

3) Performance comparative experiments to the scene of
same background, but different targets
When targets are different, the influence from background
is also different, even having the same background. That is,
the characteristic of target is related to the disturbance of
target detection from background [7]. In order to compare
the performances of the proposed metrics IDGB and SDLB
with the traditional metrics when evaluating the infrared
images which have the same background but different
targets, we add targets T1, T2 and T3, and synthesis three
images shown in Fig. 9(b), Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d)
respectively referring a real infrared image, i.e. Fig. 9(a).
The size of Fig. 9(a) is 256  256 , and the size of T1, T2,
and T3 are all 36  36 . The grey level of T1 obeys
N  240,10  , T2 obeys N  210, 20  and T3 obeys

d)

disturbance from the same background to different targets.
TTSIM shows the order from best to worst is Fig. 9(b),
Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d) which meets the actual situation.
IDGB and SDLB could also give the right order of image
quality. Moreover, IDGB and SDLB can provide the
information about the specific factors that impact on image
quality.
TABLE III. EVALUATION RESULTS OF THREE IMAGES SHOWN IN
FIG. 9 USING METRICS SV, TSSIM, TTSIM, IDGB AND SDLB.
SV

TSSIM

TTSIM

IDGB

SDLB

Fig. 9(b)

6.312

0.147

2451.9

0.336

0.339

Fig. 9(c)

6.319

0.083

1330.2

1.128

0.521

Fig. 9(d)

6.317

0.093

1325.7

3.399

0.687

N 180,30  . It is obvious that the grey level similarity with

V. CONCLUSIONS

the background and the inner variance enlarge from T1 to
T3. Although the background is totally the same in Fig. 9(b),
Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d), the evaluation value of IDGB and
SDLB climb bigger and bigger as shown in Table III.
According to SV in Table III, the quality of Fig. 9(b),
Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d) is basically the same (the SV value of
these three images are: (b) 6.312, (c) 6.319, (d) 6.317).
TSSIM shows the quality of Fig. 9(c) is the best, then is the
Fig. 9(d), and Fig. 9(b) is the worst. The evaluation value of
SV, TSSIM are inconsistent with the actual situation, that is
to say, neither SV nor TSSIM properly reflects the

In the field of image signal processing, metrics IDGB and
SDLB are proposed in this paper to measure the infrared
target image based on analysing disturbance factors in target
detection. Experimental results show that IDGB and SDLB
are valid metrics for evaluating the quality of infrared target
image. These metrics are more consistent with the real
situation than existing metrics such as SV, TSSIM and
TTSIM. Future works will be the application of IDGB and
SDLB in the quality description of infrared target image and
the final destination is to design a background self-adjusting
detection algorithm of infrared target.
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